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Dhyana Master Shen Jing                                    

(Continued)

The Master was from the District of Wen. He was the dharma 
heir of Dhyana Master Yuan Miao of Zhongzhu Monastery. This 
Great Master was also from the District of Wen. He received the 
Dharma from Dhyana Master Yuan Miao of Zhong Zhu Monastery. 
This means that he received the robe and bowl, and he worked as an 
attendant to his teacher.

He ascended the hall and spoke: “Dragons give birth to 
dragons. Phoenixes give birth to phoenixes.  Baby mice dig holes 
along the streets.” He said that dragons give births to dragons, not 
phoenixes. Phoenixes give births to phoenixes, not dragons. Baby 
mice only know how to dig holes along the streets. 

“And Great Master Bodhidharma doesn’t know how to sit in 
dhyana meditation.” Did Great Master Bodhidharma really not know 
how to sit in dhyana meditation? He knew. So the Chan School style 
of talking involves saying the opposite of what one means. Just think 
about it. How could Great Master Bodhidharma not know how to sit 
in dhyana meditation? Basically, you should say that he knew. If you 
were to interpret it literally, then you would say that he didn’t know 
how to sit in dhyana meditation. But, if you look at it from a deeper 
level, then you know that he did know how to sit in dhyana meditation. 
You need to interpret the meaning of the words by taking the opposite 
of what the words imply.

He traveled around the states of Wei and Liang: a lot of action, 
but no result. Because of the language barrier, the conditions were not 
ripe. He began his journey from Nanjing, the Court of Emperor Wu 
of the Southern Liang Dynasty, to the Northern Wei. He crossed the 
river to Xiong’er (Bear’s Ear) Mountain only to sit facing a cliff wall. 
All that happened might have been because of the language barrier. 
Master Bodhidharma wasn’t afraid of all the diffi culties in bringing 
Buddhism to China and propagating it. In the end, when he arrived 
on the mountain, he wasn’t familiar with the language, so he ended up 
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facing a wall there. From then on, he stopped looking for opportunities to 
teach people. Those who wished to learn the Buddhadharma had to come to 
his place; he lived in seclusion and said that he was dead. Master Shen Jing 
purposely entered the hall and spoke about Dhyana Master Bodhidharma 
so that people would pay attention to him. He wanted people to think that 
since he even dared to criticize Bodhidharma, he certainly must be superior 
to him. 

Therefore, he entered the hall and spoke again, “The wind whistles; 
the leaves fl utter; the clouds gather; the water is boundless. The wind 
in autumn contains a kind of lethal energy just like a knife, which can kill 
everything. Therefore, the leaves fl utter and fall from the trees. When the 
time comes, clouds appear in the sky. This also describes the state of nature. 
When you look at the water, it is so boundless and vast that you cannot see 
the other shore. I stand alone by the river, with no one to talk to. This 
means that he was very lonely, standing next to the river by himself. He 
had no friends, no one understood him, even to the point that there was 
no one to talk with. Wasn’t that miserable? It was not that he couldn’t fi nd 
anyone to talk to; it was just that no one understood him. A few rows of 
wild geese soar across the skies. There were big birds fl ying in the sky. He 
thought, “Perhaps you would understand me.” His talk is just nonsense! 
The following is how the author describes him. 

The characteristics and conduct of the Master were lofty and superior. 
The conduct of this Dhyana Master was especially lofty. He stood out in the 
assembly above other people. He was very special. He often communicated 
with his fellow cultivator, Dhyana Master Yun Zhong of Lingyin 
Monastery. At that time, his fellow cultivator was Dhyana Master Yun 
Zhong of Lingyin Monastery. They wrote letters back and forth to each other, 
because he didn’t have anyone to talk with, and he needed to communicate 
with someone. Also, at that time, the transportation was not good; therefore, 
he and this Master stayed in touch by writing to each other.

He deeply sighed that during the Dharma-ending age, it was hard 
to fi nd the right person. He deeply felt that in this Dharma-ending age 
it was not easy to fi nd a person who could be a Dharma-vessel to carry on 
the Way. It was not easy to fi nd a person to continue the Dharma. Looking 
everywhere, he found no one who could be the right Shramana. Why 
did he go to every place to look? It was because he looked down on everyone. 
It must be the case that he had set very high standards. He even dared to 
criticize Great Master Bodhidharma, so who else would be suitable to his 
taste? He looked down on a person who was tall and big but didn’t have that 
much learning. And, if one had lots of knowledge but was small and short, 
he would look down on him, too. Therefore, his criteria were too high. 
There was no one who could fulfi ll his wishes; there was no one to continue 
his Dharma. As a result, he did not transmit the Dharma. He did not fi nd 
any disciples who could continue that Dharma. So the Yunmen School 
ended with this Master. From this point on, he terminated the school of 
Yunmen. 


